Motivated by the propulsion mechanisms adopted by gastropods, annelids and other invertebrates, we consider shape optimization of a flexible sheet that moves by propagating deformation waves along its body. The self-propelled sheet is separated from a rigid substrate by a thin layer of viscous Newtonian fluid. We use a lubrication approximation to model the dynamics and derive the relevant Euler-Lagrange equations to simultaneously optimize swimming speed, efficiency and fluid loss. We find that as the parameters controlling these quantities approach critical values, the optimal solutions become singular in a self-similar fashion and sometimes leave the realm of validity of the lubrication model. We explore these singular limits by computing higher order corrections to the zeroth order theory and find that wave profiles that develop cusp-like singularities are appropriately penalized, yielding non-singular optimal solutions. These corrections are themselves validated by comparison with finite element solutions of the full Stokes equations, and, to the extent possible, using recent rigorous a-priori error bounds.
Introduction
Peristaltic locomotion is ubiquitous among invertebrates; it is used by flatworms, limpets, annelids (e.g. earthworms), gastropods and even sea anemones, which employ peristalsis for digging (Vlès 1907; Trueman 1975; Denny 1980) . In each of these organisms, muscles drive a wave of deformation along the body, much like a waving sheet, which in turn generates fluid stresses that propel the animal forward. This mechanism is adopted by a wide variety of species, leading researchers to hypothesize that "this is mechanically the most effective solution to the problem of rapid movement over rigid substrates by soft-bodied animals" (Trueman 1975, p. 24) . While this may be an overstatement, the striking prevalence of this locomotive strategy provides ample motivation to study the mechanics of a sheet swimming (or crawling) over a thin layer of fluid.
In addition, there have been numerous recent studies involving mechanical swimmers and crawlers that mimic the waving motions observed in biological systems, including self-propelled liquid-crystal elastomers (LCEs) (Camacho-Lopez et al. 2004) and "Ro-boSnail," a mechanical crawler that mimics the locomotive strategies employed by select gastropods (Chan et al. 2005) . In the first case, when a small LCE disk at an air/water interface is triggered with a laser, the elastomer will "swim into the dark" by propagating a saddle-shaped wave along its flexible body. In the second example, RoboSnail propels itself by mechanically actuating its foot. In both cases, a flexible body swims or crawls over a thin layer of fluid near a rigid boundary using a geometrical configuration similar to that shown in Figure 1 . It has been well-documented that, in general, the presence of a rigid boundary can dramatically affect the behavior of low Reynolds number swimmers; e.g. bacteria swimming near a rigid boundary tend to swim in circles (rather that in a random walk) due to hydrodynamic interactions with the wall (DiLuzio et al. 2005; Lauga et al. 2006 ). It has even been suggested that the interaction of rigid boundaries with low Reynolds number propulsion systems may be relevant to the early stages of biofilm formation and pathogenic infection (DiLuzio et al. 2005 ).
Swimming at low Reynolds numbers -in the absence of rigid boundaries and substrates -has long been a topic of interest, particularly in the context of locomotive strategies of micro-organisms such as spermatozoa and nematodes. One of the earliest studies of this subject was G. I. Taylor's work on the motion of a two-dimensional swimming flapping sheet (Taylor 1951) , in which he analyzed the swimming speed of such an organism in the limit of low amplitude flapping oscillations. Shortly after Taylor's pioneering investigation, Hancock (1953) proposed an alternate approach, calculating swimming speeds by modeling the swimmer's tail with a distribution of Stokeslets and doublets. As Hancock's approach is more general than Taylor's, he was able to investigate a variety of geometries including finite and infinite length tails as well as several steady shape disturbances including helical motions, transverse waves and longitudinal waves. These theoretical predictions were then successfully compared with experimentally measured swimming velocities of nematodes. Numerous subsequent analyses are discussed in Lighthill (1976) , Childress (1981) , and Pedley & Kessler (1992) .
While the mechanics of free low Reynolds number swimmers has been analyzed extensively, far fewer studies exist in which the optimization of such systems has been investigated. Shapere & Wilczek (1989) study the efficiencies of swimming motions due to small deformations of spherical and cylindrical bodies at low Reynolds number. They define a natural notion of efficiency and show how to find optimally efficient swimming strokes composed of propagating waves, symmetric about the axis of propulsion and limited to a finite range of spherical harmonics or Fourier modes. Their work is intended to model ciliated organisms that swim by synchronously waving a layer of short, densely packed cilia. Becker et al. (2003) study optimal swimming strokes for Purcell's three link swimmer using slender body dynamics in the inertialess limit and compare its efficiency (0.77%) to the optimal undulating rod (7.4%) and rotating helix (8.1%). The simplicity of Purcell's swimmer may prove useful in the design of micro-robots for minimally invasive therapeutic treatments, and is at any rate a useful model to explore fundamental aspects of self-propulsion at low Reynolds' numbers. Avron et al. (2004) study a two-dimensional microbot that swims by changing the shape of its boundary. To rank different swimming strokes, they introduce a swimming drag coefficient, which is equivalent to Shapere and Wilczek's efficiency for small amplitude perturbations of a cylinder, but is also applicable to swimmers whose shape changes substantially during the swimming stroke. They go on to find the optimal swimmer within a certain (four dimensional) space of swimming strokes using conformal mapping techniques. (Felderhof 2006) derives expressions for swimming velocity and mean dissipation in various asymptotic regimes for a chain of beads (one large bead followed by several smaller beads) swimming in a Stokesian fluid. Felderhof does not discuss optimization, but his formulas could easily be optimized. Lobaton & Bayen (2007) model a bacterial flagellum as a helical structure attached to a spheroid. They use the method of regularized Stokeslets to discretize the system into particles that are connected by spring forces, and derive an optimal elasticity distribution to maximize forward speed when the base of the flagellum is rotated. They use an adjoint technique (commonly used in PDE constrained optimization) to compute the gradient of the objective function with respect to perturbation of the spring coefficients.
In the current paper we will consider optimal geometries for a variant of Taylor's swimming sheet near a rigid boundary. The quantities we will optimize are swimming speed, mechanical efficiency, and fluid loss (which is relevant for gastropod locomotion). To our knowledge, this is the first study of optimal swimming in which the solution is sought from the full infinite dimensional space of curves (without limiting ourselves to a few Fourier modes or discretizing the curve into beads or rigid segments). In Section 2 we define the mathematical model, calculate the swimming velocity and power dissipation in the lubrication limit, and briefly discuss the forces at work in this type of propulsion. In Section 3, we formulate several optimization problems and derive the relevant Euler-Lagrange equations, which turn out to be integro-differential equations for the shape of the optimal wave profile. In Section 4, we present two numerical methods to solve the optimization equations and use them to study the solutions in various regimes of the parameter space in which the optimal solutions become singular in a self-similar fashion and sometimes leave the realm of validity of the lubrication model. We explore these singular limits by computing higher order corrections to the zeroth order theory and find that wave profiles that develop cusp-like singularities are appropriately penalized, yielding non-singular optimal solutions. These corrections are themselves validated in Appendix C by comparing them to solutions of the full Stokes equations using a blend of finite element and rigorous analysis. We end with a discussion of our results in Section 5, which includes a one page summary of our main findings.
Mathematical Model
Our crawling "organism" will be modeled as a flexible sheet swimming over a viscous Newtonian † fluid near a rigid substrate as shown in Figure 1 . In the simplest case, we can assume the foot shape is periodic and completely determined by the muscular input; thus we assume the organism can select a deformation that is most effective for a given environment. The wave profile and the fluid velocity are assumed to be periodic in the xdirection with period W . At steady state, there exists a reference frame (the wave frame) in which the shape of the foot -as described by the wave envelope Γ 1 = {(x, h(x))}remains stationary in time. In this frame, the substrate moves with constant speed V 2 in the x-direction while the membrane moves tangent to Γ 1 with constant speed V 1 (see Figure 1b ); thus, we consider the case where the sheet remains inextensible as it swims ‡. Our goal is to find optimal shapes that maximize speed and efficiency while minimizing arclength and fluid production costs. Since the optimal shapes turn out to be smooth, single valued functions, it does not appear necessary to pose the problem more generally to allow the wave profile to overturn.
Swimming Speed and Power Dissipation
Two quantities that will be used repeatedly in our analysis are the swimming speed and power required to swim, which we derive here in their general form for Stokes flow. Consider the Stokes equations ∇p = µ∇ 2 u, ∇ · u = 0 (2.1) † While this model is not ideal for real snails, it is directly relevant to the design of mechanical crawlers in which the mucus simulant may be chosen to be Newtonian (Chan et al. 2005) .
‡ Although the foot of a real gastropod can stretch in the tangential direction, other swimmers such as water snakes have flexible backbones which allow changes in curvature but not length. In addition, our mechanical crawlers such as RoboSnail are designed with an inextensible foot. where p denotes pressure, µ is the dynamic viscosity, and u is the velocity of the fluid. These equations must be solved subject to the boundary conditions u = V 1t on the upper boundary, Γ 1 , and u = V 2x on the lower boundary, Γ 2 , wheret andx are unit vectors tangent to Γ 1 and Γ 2 , respectively, oriented as shown in Figure 1 . We define
where σ = −pI +µ[∇u+∇u T ] is the stress tensor andn denotes the outward unit normal to Γ 1 and Γ 2 . Physically, V 1 P (rather than P itself) is the power required to maintain the steady motion of the sheet, F is the x-component of the net force exerted by the fluid on the sheet (which is the same as that exerted by the substrate on the fluid), and V 2 F is the power required to maintain the steady motion of the substrate. We emphasize that there is a solution of the Stokes equations with these boundary conditions for any choice of V 1 and V 2 , but most choices require non-zero external forces ∓F (V 1 , V 2 ) to be applied to the system from above and below. To model a self-propelled swimmer (with no external forces), we require V 1 and V 2 to be related so that F (V 1 , V 2 ) = 0. Since the Stokes equations are linear, F (V 1 , V 2 ) = V 1 F (1, 0) + V 2 F (0, 1), and we obtain the relationship
where we have defined F 1 = F (1, 0) and F 2 = F (0, 1) to be the external forces required to drive two auxiliary problems with V 1 and V 2 alternately set to 1 or 0. Note that V 1 is directly controlled by the swimmer: (W/L)V 1 is the speed at which the sheet propagates waves to the left (relative to its material points) in order to swim to the right. From (2.3), we find that the swimming speed in the lab frame is given by
4)
which relates the self-propelled swimmer's speed V to the input wave speed V 1 . It is useful to derive expressions for P and F in terms of the velocity field u = (u, v). Details of this calculation are given in Appendix A. In brief, we substitute the Newtonian stress tensor into (2.2), enforce continuity, and apply the no-slip boundary conditions to obtain
where subscripts denote partial derivatives. These formulas will be used to compute higher order corrections to the swimming speed and power dissipation obtained from lubrication theory.
The Lubrication Approximation
We now briefly review the work of Chan et al. (2005) in which the swimming speed of the sheet is computed in the lubrication limit (Oron et al. 1997) . The validity and limitations of this approximation are discussed further in Appendix C. To study this small amplitude limit (where h W ), we non-dimensionalize the problem, choosing different scales for the x-and y-coordinates to keep the rescaled aspect ratio of the domain of order unity. Specifically, we choose a characteristic height H (e.g. the maximum film thickness) and velocity U (e.g. the wave speed) and setx = W x,ŷ = Hy,
where, henceforth, the carat distinguishes a physical variable from its dimensionless counterpart. Dropping terms of order ε = H/W , the momentum equations (2.1) become p x = u yy and p y = 0. To first order in ε, the boundary conditions on u are u(x, h(x)) = V 1 , u(x, 0) = V 2 ; thus, the fluid velocity is given by
(2.7)
Integrating from 0 to h and solving for p x , we obtain
where Q = h 0 u dy is the (constant) volume flux through any cross section of the fluid. Since p is periodic, 1 0 p x dx = 0 and we find that
Finally, the force and power functions defined in the previous section can be computed in the lubrication limit. The terms involvingĥx in (2.5) and (2.6) vanish as they are all higher order. RescalingP = µU W H P ,F = µU W H F , substituting u from above and dropping higher order terms, we obtain
It follows from (2.3) and (2.4) that
where the shape parameter, ζ, is defined as
(2.13)
Finally, we use (2.10) and (2.12) to obtain the power that must be generated by the sheet in order to swim at steady state:
A natural choice for the characteristic speed U is the wave speed,V 1 -which is directly controlled by the organism -in which case V 1 = 1. Note that we can put bounds on the achievable swimming velocities using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality:
(2.15) Hence 0 < ζ ≤ 1 and, from (2.12), the dimensionless velocity satisfies 0 ≤ V < 3/2. We assume from now on that h(x) is not a constant function, which implies ζ < 1 and V > 0.
Speedy Shapes
The observation by Chan et al. (2005) that the organism can swim faster than the wave speed, i.e. that V > V 1 is possible, is somewhat surprising. This result can be explained as follows. First, the swimming speed is determined by a force balance calculation. For both the full Stokes equations and the lubrication approximation, this balance of forces can be reduced to solving two externally driven auxiliary problems (with V 1 and V 2 alternately set to 1 and 0) resulting in Equation (2.4), namely V = (W/L + F 1 /F 2 ) V 1 . In the small amplitude limit, W/L ≈ 1 and the signs of F 1 and F 2 determine whether the sheet swims faster or slower than the wave speed. Now, F 2 = F (0, 1) is positive because it can be interpreted as a power dissipationthis auxiliary problem has the wall externally driven at unit speed V 2 = 1 with the top sheet held fixed, and F 2 = V 2 F 2 is the power required to maintain this motion. On the other hand, F 1 = F (1, 0) is the force exerted by the wall on the fluid when the sheet is driven at unit speed and the wall is held fixed. If Γ 1 is flat enough, the solution of this auxiliary problem will resemble a shear flow with u y > 0 everywhere; the net force F 1 = − Γ2 u y dx will then be negative. But if Γ 1 passes close to Γ 2 and creates a narrow constriction, there will be a large recirculation region where the fluid flow near Γ 2 is actually right to left (even though the sheet moves left to right). In this region, u y < 0 along Γ 2 and the contribution to F 1 is positive -only in the narrow gap is u y > 0 and the contribution negative. This is illustrated in Figure 2 , where the positive contribution to F 1 in the "recirculation region" is stronger than the negative contribution in the "gap region", leading to a swimming speed of V /V 1 = 1 + F 1 /F 2 = 1.1954 > 1.
The fact that narrow constrictions lead to faster swimming is not surprising. Consider the fluid forces acting on the sheet in the x-direction from the the combined velocity field (rather than on the wall for each auxiliary problem separately). Upstream of the constriction there is an increase in pressure as fluid is squeezed through the narrow gap. Conversely, the pressure decreases on the downstream side as the channel expands. These pressures act normal to the sheet resulting in a net propulsive force on the organism. At steady state, these propulsive forces are balanced by drag. As shown in Figure 2 , the net contribution of pressure (−ph x ) is positive and is exactly balanced by the shear forces (−u y | y=h ). Maximizing the efficacy of this propulsive strategy requires: (1) a localized narrow constriction to increase the pressure drop and (2) a (relatively) large film thickness between these constrictions to minimize viscous drag. As we shall see in the following analyses, both of these features are present in all of the optimized wave forms.
There are many families of curves for which the swimming speed V (with V 1 = 1) approaches its maximal value of 3/2. We observe that V = 6(1 − ζ)/(4 − 3ζ) decreases monotonically from 3/2 to zero as ζ = I 2 2 /I 1 I 3 varies from zero to one. A necessary (but not sufficient) condition for ζ to approach zero is that h min /h max approaches zero, where h min and h max are the minimum and maximum values attained by h(x). To see this, note that I 2 = 1 0 h −2 dx ≥ h −2 max and I 1 I 3 ≤ h −4 min ; hence, ζ ≥ h 4 min /h 4 max . If h min /h max does approach zero, then I 1 , I 2 and I 3 may diverge and the limiting value of ζ -in particular, whether ζ approaches zero -depends on the relative rates at which they do so.
To illustrate this, consider the family of curves shown in Figure 3 . For this particular family,
the only way to approach a swimming speed of 3/2 is to simultaneously decrease the ratio h min /h max = b/(a + b) and the spike width w to zero (so that the maximum curvature κ = h (1/2) = (8a ln 2)w −2 diverges). If the ratio b/w is held fixed in this process (so that the origin in both plots is approached along a straight line), then I 2 and I 3 both diverge while I 1 remains bounded and ζ = I 2 2 /I 1 I 3 approaches zero. Interestingly, there are other families of curves for which the maximum curvature remains bounded as V → 3/2. For example, the one parameter family h(x) = √ cos 6 πx + b 2 cos 2 πx + b 4 yields ζ → 0 and κ → π 2 as b → 0. This shows that one cannot characterize the swimming behavior of the sheet solely in terms of its local behavior near its minima. In Section 4, we will see that the optimal curves h(x) approach touchdown in a self-similar fashion as a parameter involving the constraints approaches a critical value. 
Optimization: the Euler-Lagrange Equations
We now define several natural optimization problems in the context of swimming sheets that will then be solved numerically in Section 4. First, for a sheet of fixed length swimming over a fixed volume of fluid, we wish to (1) Maximize the swimming speed (2) Maximize the efficiency (3) Maximize the efficiency for a given swimming speed (3a) Same as (3), but drop the fluid volume constraint The third problem may also be posed as that of minimizing arclength subject to swimming speed, efficiency and fluid volume constraints -in other words, among all curves that achieve these desired goals, find the smoothest one. In the spirit of gastropod locomotion, where the animal must produce the fluid in the thin film and has limited resources for doing so, we will then replace the fluid volume constraint by a constraint on the "fluid left behind" per unit distance travelled, namely (4) Minimize arclength for a given swimming speed, efficiency and fluid loss. In this way, holding fluid loss constant, all the curves in the two parameter family (with speed and efficiency as parameters) have the same "cost" in terms of the energy associated with mucus production, which is important for efficiency comparisons to be meaningful.
The four problems considered here are intended to strike a balance between mathematical appeal and biological relevance. In order to solve them, we face obstacles that would arise for any choice of objective function or constraints: non-existence of solutions, multiple local extrema, complicated parameter spaces, and optimal solutions that leave the realm of validity of the (lubrication) model. Although problem (4) takes into ac-count the cost of mucus production, it remains an idealized problem in our neglect of viscoelastic effects, finite length effects, three dimensional effects, tangential stretching of the sheet, and muscular limitations (e.g. in terms of maximum sustainable pressure and shear forces). Nevertheless, we will start by investigating these illustrative model problems with the understanding that the methods we develop could be extended to include other objectives and restrictions.
3.1. Problem 1 (maximize speed).
In the first problem under consideration, we wish to find the wave profile h(x) that maximizes the swimming speed V subject to the constraints
where 0 and A 0 are fixed constants while
are functionals of the curve shape h(x) representing arclength and area (i.e. fluid volume), respectively. Since V is a monotonically decreasing function of ζ, maximizing V is equivalent to minimizing ζ. Although the lubrication approximation includes only zeroth order terms in an expansion in powers of ε = H/W , the arclengthL = W 0 (1 +ĥ 2 x ) 1/2 dx must be treated at second order to obtain zeroth order results for swimming speed and power. Therefore, we expandL ≈ W 1 + ε 2 2 and drop higher order terms. A scaling argument (presented below) provides further justification for doing this.
For a general functional f [h], the variational derivative δf δh is defined via
In particular,
Assuming an optimal solution exists which is at least C 2 , it must satisfy the equation δζ δh +λ 1 δ 2 δh +λ 2 δA δh = 0 for some Lagrange multipliers λ 1 , λ 2 . For this problem, it is possible to compute λ 1 and λ 2 analytically. To this end, consider the new objective function
are chosen so that αh + β satisfies the constraints. Any global minimizer of G will be a constrained minimizer of ζ and satisfy α = 1, β = 0. One readily checks that
where δζ δh is evaluated at αh + β in each of the integrals and
h xx + 1 = 0, which leads to the integro-differential equation,
Note that solutions of this equation will be symmetric about their extrema due to the absence of a term involving h x . To see this, imagine we are given a solution h(x). Then the initial value problem emanating from an extremum (x * , h 0 ) with fixed parameters I k has a unique solution with initial condition h(
Although there are two parameters in the problem statement, 0 and A 0 , we can simplify the problem by showing that the optimal solution depends only on the ratio A 0 / 0 . Indeed, if we scale 0 and A 0 by the same factor θ, the optimal solution h(x) merely scales by θ as well, and the optimal speed remains the same. This is clear from the Euler-Lagrange equations (3.9) and the formula ζ = I 2 2 /I 1 I 3 , where we observe that if h is replaced by θh then I k will become θ −k I k . This is to be expected from the formulation in the lubrication limit since the analysis is intended to hold independently of the small parameter H/W , and the physical problem remains unchanged if we replace h by θh and H by θ −1 H. Therefore, there is only one essential parameter and we seek a family of optimal solutions depending on the ratio A 0 / 0 . When the objective function involves only the swimming speed without regard to power consumption, the sheet will attempt to pass near the substrate to create a narrow fluid gap; (see Section 2.3 above). The problem becomes singular if the area and arclength constraints allow the sheet to reach the wall -there will then be infinitely many solutions with speeds arbitrarily close to 3/2 but none that equals it. (Recall that we are not interested in the development of dry patches; hence, we only consider wave profiles satisfying h(x) > 0 everywhere). To determine the "legal" values of 0 and A 0 (the values that lead to a well-posed optimization problem), consider the "illegal" curve satisfying h(0) = h(1) = 0 that maximizes area subject to the constraint 2 [h] = 2 0 . A calculation shows that the solution is h crit (x) = √ 6 0 (x − x 2 ), which has (dimensionless) area A crit = 0 / √ 6. If A 0 > A crit , any periodic function h(x) that satisfies the constraints (3.1) is strictly positive. In Section 4.2 we will study the asymptotics of the optimal solution as A 0 approaches this critical value. These solutions are self-similar in a neighborhood of the point closest to touchdown and approach h crit (x) outside of this neighborhood, where the complicated term involving the I k 's on the right hand side in (3.9) becomes negligible. In this limit, swimming velocities approach the optimal speed V = 3/2 while the power required to sustain these speeds grows without bound.
Note again that our system is limited in that we explicitly prescribe the kinematics of the sheet rather than the internal forces. Naturally, in real crawlers, these kinematics are dictated by the dynamics, which include the influences of geometry, material properties, muscular limitations, etc. In particular, for a real organism, we would not expect to observe sharp, cusp-like features as there is an energetic cost associated with bending that we do not account for here. One way to correct for this would be to include a penalty on regions of large curvature in the objective function -e.g. one could add a term that includes the square of the local curvature multiplied by a small parameter. However, in order to gain insight into the simplest system first, we begin by tackling the problem as defined above without this penalty, i.e. we rely only on arclength as a regularizer to penalize discontinuities and infinite slopes in the wave profile h(x).
Problem 2 (maximize efficiency).
In this second problem, we wish to find the wave profile h(x) that maximizes the ratio of speed to power (i.e. the "efficiency") subject to the constraints (3.1). From (2.14), we see that V /P = 1/(2I 1 ); thus, to maximize this ratio, we must minimize I 1 . Taking the same approach as before, we set
and compute
where δI1 δh is evaluated at αh + β in each of the integrals. Setting α = 1, β = 0, δG δh = 0 we obtain δI1
Interestingly, we will see that solutions of this equation maximize I 1 rather than minimize it. In other words, there are well-behaved functions h which are optimally inefficient, but one cannot achieve the theoretical optimal (dimensionless) efficiency of V /P = A 0 /2. Moreover, as solutions approach this optimal efficiency, the swimming speed goes to zero; therefore, it is more useful to reformulate the problem as follows.
3.3. Problem 3 (maximize efficiency for a given swimming speed).
Given an attainable speed V 0 , we wish to find the wave profile h(x) that minimizes the power required to swim at that speed, subject to the constraints (3.1). Because the speed constraint is non-trivial, we are unable to obtain analytic expressions for the Lagrange multipliers, and instead leave the Euler-Lagrange equation δ 2 δh −λ 1 δI1 δh + λ2 ζ δζ δh +λ 3 δA δh = 0 in the form
(3.13)
As in Problems 1 and 2 above, solutions of Problem 3 depend only on the (dimensionless) ratio A 0 / 0 in the sense that scaling A 0 and 0 by the same constant θ causes the optimal wave profile h(x) (and the optimal efficiency) to scale by θ as well, but does not affect the swimming speed. Therefore, although there are three constraints, only two parameters change the solution in an essential way, and the third can be absorbed into the vertical length scale H of the physical problem. In Section 4.2, we will study this two parameter family from various perspectives. First, holding 0 constant, we will drop the constraint on A[h] and obtain a one parameter family of curves ("Problem 3a") depending only on V 0 . We will then hold 0 fixed and vary A 0 and V 0 over their attainable values to study the connection between Problems 1, 2 and 3a above. For choices of A 0 and V 0 near the boundary of attainable values (found by solving Problem 1 for V max in terms of A 0 ), there are two solutions of (3.13), one maximizing the efficiency and the other minimizing it. For choices of A 0 and V 0 far inside the attainable region, other local extrema also exist, but they can be interpreted as higher frequency versions of these two primary families of extremal wave profiles.
The arclength and fluid volume constraints are appealing for their simplicity, but require re-interpretation for biological relevance. The role of arclength is actually to regularize the problem while the role of fluid volume is to disambiguate the vertical length scale -by imposing the constraint A[h] = A 0 , we remove the indeterminacy of scaling h by θ and H by θ −1 without changing the physical problem being modeled. To explore this point of view, we will exchange the role of efficiency and arclength, treating the former as a constraint and the latter as the objective function. The quantities of physical interest (speed, efficiency and fluid volume) are now imposed as constraints and the optimization problem is to find the smoothest wave profile that can achieve these goals. This has the added benefit that it eliminates the difficulty that (3.13) has multiple solutions when optimizing efficiency: these solutions are mapped to unique locations in the new parameter space with arclength as the objective function.
3.4. Problem 4 (minimize arclength given swimming speed, efficiency and fluid loss).
As a final variant of Problem 3, we replace the fluid volume constraint with a constraint on the fluid loss per unit distance travelled. The distance travelled in the lab frame in time T = W/V 1 isV T while the volume of fluid that has passed under a vertical cross section attached to a material point on the sheet during this cycle isÂ −QT :
Thus, we replace the constraint A[h] = A 0 in Problem 3 above with
. The fluid loss constraint in this problem serves the same purpose as the area constraint in Problem 3, namely, to pin down a degree of freedom in the dimensionless problem so that the vertical length scale of the physical problem is entirely controlled by H. This constraint normalizes the solutions in the two parameter family (with speed and efficiency as parameters) to have the same cost (for fixed H) in terms of the energy associated with mucus production. Once the optimal solutions have been found with Z held fixed, the vertical length scale H of the physical problem may be chosen to balance the cost due to fluid production with the mechanical energy per unit distance travelled (the efficiency) required to swim: the former varies linearly with H while the latter varies inversely with H.
Numerical Methods and Results
In this section we describe two numerical methods for solving the optimization problems posed in the previous section and analyze the results. In the first approach, we represent the wave profile h(x) using periodic cubic splines and use a limited memory BFGS method (Nocedal & Wright 1999) to descend to the optimal shape. In the second approach, we solve the Euler-Lagrange equations using a quadratically convergent multishooting Runge-Kutta algorithm that uses the Levenberg-Marquardt method to vary the parameters of the ODE until the constraints are satisfied. The first approach is fast and robust unless the solution is very singular. It also gives useful information in cases where the optimization problem has no solution, and can be generalized to study optimization in the non-lubrication regime. In this regime, one cannot write down Euler-Lagrange equations for the solution, but can often solve an adjoint PDE to find the gradient of the objective function with respect to perturbations of the curve; see e.g. (Pironeau 1984) . The second approach requires a good starting guess, but is otherwise fast and highly accurate even when the solution is nearly singular.
We use the spline approach to study Problems 1 and 2 of the previous section and show that solutions of (3.12) minimize efficiency rather than maximize it. We use the ODE approach to study the two parameter families of Problems 3 and 4 and to unify the one parameter families of Problems 1, 2, and 3a. We also explore various singular limits as the constraint parameters approach critical values and the optimal curves develop singularities. By monitoring the second and fourth order corrections to the lubrication theory, we conclude that the lubrication approximation remains uniformly valid for Problem 1 even in the critical limit A 0 → 0 / √ 6, but breaks down for Problem 3a in the critical limit V 0 → 3/2 due to the formation of a cusp in the optimal shape. We also find that for Problems 3 and 4, optimization within lubrication theory drives us out of its realm of applicability; however, if higher order corrections are taken into account, cusp-like singularities are appropriately penalized and the optimal solutions for finite ε are non-singular.
Direct Minimization using Periodic Cubic Splines
The basic strategy in this section is to represent the wave profile h(x) using periodic cubic splines and use a gradient based minimization algorithm to modify the degrees of freedom in the spline space to minimize the functional G[h] in (3.5). We used the L-BFGS algorithm (Nocedal & Wright 1999) , which is a limited memory, quasi-Newton line search method that builds an approximate Hessian incrementally from the history of gradients g(q) it has evaluated. We start with relatively few knots in the spline space (typically 32 or 64) and find the optimal shape in this space. We then repeatedly double the number of knots using the previous solution as the starting guess until the variational derivative δG δh is sufficiently small; (see Appendix B.1 for details). Figure 4 shows the optimal solution for 0 = 0.32, A 0 = 1.2 0 / √ 6. This choice of 0 was arbitrary -a different choice would change the labeling of the y-axis, but not the shape of the optimal curve h(x), which depends only on A 0 / 0 . Although the variational derivative δG δh is not identically zero, it is orthogonal to the spline space and any perturbation of the spline degrees of freedom will lead to a larger value of G[h]. As we refine the mesh, the true solution becomes better approximated by spline functions and δG δh converges to zero. The relative error in the computed swimming speed (using V = 1.03017842643553 obtained from the ODE method of Section 4.2 as a benchmark) and the number of iterations the BFGS algorithm required to converge are given in the following The 6th order convergence rate is due to our mesh refinement strategy, which involves quadratic clustering of spline knots near the origin. The entire computation took approx- 
. Bottom: the variational derivative of the optimal solution in the spline space converges to zero as the grid is refined. This variational derivative is computed exactly (up to roundoff error), and is orthogonal to the spline space.
imately 2 seconds on a 2.4 GHz desktop machine. When A 0 is closer to A crit = 0 / √ 6 and the solution is more sharply kinked at the origin, the number of iterations required by the BFGS algorithm can increase into the tens of thousands, causing the computation to take minutes to hours. By contrast, the ODE method of Section 4.2 continues to require only a few seconds to run, and maintains accuracy for A 0 much closer to A crit . On the other hand, the spline method generalizes to the non-lubrication regime.
Problem 2 (maximize efficiency).
We now try to optimize efficiency, defined as the ratio of swimming speed to mechanical power required to swim at that speed. As described in Section 3, V /P = 1/(2I 1 ); hence, we wish to minimize I 1 in order to maximize efficiency. We seek the global minimizer of the functional
h dx are used to enforce the area and arclength constraints; (see Appendix B.1 for details). Using the formula (3.11) for δG δh and proceeding as in Problem 1, we discover that the optimal discrete solution (in the spline space) is very nearly equal to the constant function h(x) = A 0 , with the exception of a few high frequency oscillations to lengthen the curve and satisfy the arclength constraint; (see Figure 5 ). This can be understood as follows. By Jensen's inequality,
It can be shown that any minimizing sequence h k (such that I 1 [h k ] → A −1 0 ) that satisfies the constraints (3.1) converges uniformly to the constant function h(x) = A −1 0 . Since we assume 0 > 0, this limiting function violates the arclength constraint and there is no optimal solution. Moreover, in order to approach the optimal efficiency V /P = A 0 /2, the swimming speed V must approach zero; this is because a function h which is uniformly Figure 5 . Top: the most efficient wave profile ( 0 = 0.32, A0 = 1.2 0 / √ 6) in the spline space is as close to a constant as possible without violating the constraints. There is no solution in the mesh refinement limit. Bottom: the least efficient wave profile is flatter near its minimum than the fastest profile for the same 0 and A0. The relationship between these two curves will be explored in Section 4.2.
close to the constant function A 0 will satisfy I k ≈ A −k 0 , hence ζ = I 2 2 /(I 1 I 3 ) ≈ 1 and V = 6(1 − ζ)/(4 − 3ζ) ≈ 0. In other words, a sheet with no deflection does not swim. Interestingly, if we put a minus sign in front of I 1 in (4.1), we find that as long as A 0 > 0 / √ 6, there is a well defined "least efficient" swimmer; (see Figure 5 ). Solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equation (3.12) actually solve this problem rather than the problem we intended to solve. We remark that Jensen's inequality also implies that the denominator of (3.12) is strictly positive for any non-constant positive function h; however, if h comes close to maximizing efficiency by approaching the constant function h(x) = A 0 , the denominator tends to zero.
Solution of the Euler-Lagrange Equations via ODE Methods

Problem 1 (maximize speed).
In this section we use the Levenberg-Marquardt method (Nocedal & Wright 1999) to vary the parameters I k and the initial condition h(0) = b in the Euler-Lagrange equation
until the solution is periodic, the constraints are satisfied, and the integrals of the solution match the parameters. More precisely, given the vector q = (b, I 1 , I 2 , I 3 , I 4 ), (4.4)
we define the function h q (x) as the solution of the ordinary differential equation (4.3) with initial conditions h q (0) = b, h q (0) = 0. We then use Minpack (which employs the Levenberg-Marquardt method) to solve the non-linear system of equations r(q) = 0, where Figure 6 . Upper left: the optimal curves h k (x) approach the periodic parabola √ 6 0 (|x| − x 2 ) as δ k → 0. Lower left: the curves appear to be self-similar when scaled using (4.6); the curves shown lie in the range 1.4 × 10 −4 ≥ δ k ≥ 1.0 × 10 −7 . Right: as δ k → 0, the swimming speed V ≈ 3 2 − 3 8 ζ approaches 3 2 while the power required to swim at that speed grows without bound.
In order to use the Levenberg-Marquardt method, we also need to compute the Jacobian J = ∇ q r, which we do by solving variational equations for the derivatives ∂h/∂q i ; (see Appendix B.2 for details). Since We use this strategy to study the behavior of the swimming sheet as the area constraint A 0 decreases to the critical value A crit = 0 / √ 6 at which the sheet can touch the wall. We ran 201 trials with the constraints 0 = 0.32, A 0 = (1 + δ)A crit , where δ ranged from δ 0 = 0.2 to δ 200 = 9.945 × 10 −8 via the recursion δ k+1 = 0.93δ k . Since the Levenberg-Marquardt method is quadratically convergent when used to solve nonlinear equations (as opposed to overconstrained least squares problems), very few iterations (typically 8-30) are required to converge to the solution as long as a good initial guess is known in advance. On the first and second iteration, we used the method of Section 4.1 to compute a starting guess for q = (b, I {1,2,3,4} ). After that, we used logarithmic extrapolation to obtain the starting guess q, e.g
The results of this study are summarized in Figure 6 . The upper left plot shows that the optimal curves h k (x) do indeed approach the parabola h crit (x) = √ 6 0 (|x| − x 2 ) as δ k → 0 and (A 0 ) k → A crit . The plot on the right shows how the power, P = 2I 1 V , and shape parameter, ζ, depend on δ k . This plot shows that the power required to swim eventually grows linearly with ζ −1 , and diverges as the swimming speed approaches V = 3/2. Recall that the swimming speed V is related to ζ via V = 6(1 − ζ)/(4 − 3ζ), so for small ζ we have V ≈ 3 2 − 3 8 ζ. We also find that solutions are self-similar near touchdown when rescaled by
Rigorous validation of this scaling law is difficult as it requires a delicate matched asymp- Figure 7 . Plots of the expansion coefficients for speed V = V (0) + ε 2 V (2) + ε 4 V (4) + · · · and power P = P (0) + ε 2 P (2) + ε 4 P (4) + · · · , where ε = H/W . Since the higher order coefficients remain small in comparison to V (0) and P (0) , the lubrication approximation appears to remain valid as the constrained area A0 = (1 + δ)Acrit approaches Acrit = 0/ √ 6.
totic analysis between the inner expansion for h(x) near x = 0 (described via y(ξ)) and the outer expansion h(x) ≈ √ 6 0 (|x|−x 2 ) over the rest of the interval. We arrived at this scaling law by trial and error; our first guess was that y k (ξ) = δ −1 k h k (δ k ξ) might work; but this ansatz yields functions y k that drift upward (i.e. translate vertically without changing their shape) as δ k → 0, which led us to expect a logarithm to be involved.
This family of wave profiles exhibits the interesting property that as δ → 0, a singularity in curvature develops in the region where the gap thickness approaches zero. Singularities in curvature tend to invalidate the lubrication approximation while narrow constrictions are favorable. To determine which tendency prevails, we consider higher order terms in the expansion of the solution of the Stokes equations in powers of the aspect ratio ε = H/W (see Appendix C). In Figure 7 , we plot the coefficients of the expansions of the speed and power in powers of ε through fourth order V = V (0) + ε 2 V (2) + ε 4 V (4) + · · · , P = P (0) + ε 2 P (2) + ε 4 P (4) + · · · (4.7)
and find that the coefficients of the higher order terms are bounded by the zeroth order terms as δ → 0. This is strong evidence that the second and fourth order corrections can be made arbitrarily small in comparison to the zeroth order terms (uniformly in δ) by a single choice of ε = H/W . We note that although P (2) diverges as δ → 0, it is bounded by P (0) , which also diverges; hence, ε 2 P (2) P (0) for small ε. In summary, due to the proximity of the substrate, the lubrication approximation remains valid as δ → 0 in spite of the formation of a singularity in curvature. See Appendix C for further discussion of the validity of lubrication expansions such as (4.7) on nearly singular domains.
Problems 3 and 4 (maximize efficiency for a given swimming speed).
We now turn to the problem of optimizing efficiency when arclength, speed and fluid volume (or fluid loss) are constrained. The Euler-Lagrange equations (3.13) and (3.16) may be studied simultaneously via
where γ = 0 for Problem 3 and γ = 1 for Problem 4. We wish to vary q = (b, I 1 , I 2 , I 3 , λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 ) (4.9) until the constraints r(q) = 0 are satisfied, where
(4.10)
If we instead choose to minimize arclength subject to an efficiency constraint, we replace the formula for r 6 by 2I 1 V0 P0 − 1, where V 0 /P 0 is the prescribed efficiency. We can solve Problems 1 and 2 by dropping the speed constraint and driving the appropriate Lagrange multiplier to zero, i.e. by setting r 4 = λ 1 or r 4 = λ 2 , respectively -in the case of Problem 2, we obtain the least efficient swimmer of Section 4.1.2. We can solve Problem 3a by setting r 5 = λ 3 . We can solve Problem 4 by setting γ = 1 in (4.8) and
Thus, all the optimization problems described in Section 3 are closely related. Before studying Problems 3 and 4 in full generality, let us consider the one parameter family (Problem 3a) of solutions obtained by dropping the fluid volume constraint. Given 0 < V 0 < 3/2, we wish to
where 0 is arbitrarily chosen to be 0.32. The optimal solution scales linearly with 0 , so this choice merely pins down the vertical length scale of the dimensionless problem. This problem is equivalent to minimizing I 1 [h] subject to 2 [h] = 2 0 and ζ[h] = ζ 0 , where ζ 0 = 6−4V0 6−3V0 . We ran 101 trials with (ζ 0 ) k = δ k ranging from δ 0 = 0.5 to δ 100 = 0.001 via the recursion δ k+1 = 0.94δ k . The results of this study are summarized in Figure 8 . Through trial and error, we discovered that the solutions are self-similar near the origin ) log 10 P (0) log 10 P (2) Figure 9 . Expansion coefficients for speed and power. In contrast to Problem 1, the higher order coefficients grow without bound as δ → 0 while the zeroth order coefficients remain bounded; hence the lubrication approximation cannot be used to study the critical limit δ → 0.
in the sense that the re-scaled functions
converge to a common curve as δ k → 0. This suggests that the cusp in the limiting curve in the upper left plot is asymptotically of the form α|x| 2/3 , which has a finite first inverse moment I 1 in the power formula P = 2I 1 V . By contrast, I 1 is infinite for the limiting curve √ 6 0 (|x| − x 2 ) of Problem 1 above. Unfortunately, this cusp also causes the maximum slope to blow up and the curvature to diverge faster than the gap thickness approaches zero (so that h(0)h xx (0) blows up); as explained in Appendix C, we expect as a result that as δ → 0 with ε > 0 held fixed, the geometry will leave the lubrication regime. This is confirmed in Figure 9 , where we see that the higher order expansion coefficients V (2) , V (4) , P (2) , and P (4) grow without bound relative to V (0) and P (0) as δ → 0. Before addressing this important issue, we wish to include fluid volume (or fluid loss) in the problem and shuffle the objective function and constraints as discussed previously in Section 3. Figures 10-12 show the solutions of Problem 3 from various complementary perspectives. In Figure 10 , we optimize efficiency, varying V 0 and A 0 with 0 = 0.32 held fixed. The attainable region is determined by solving Problem 1 for the maximum speed V max as a function of fluid volume A 0 . Inside this region, solutions are found using a homotopy method in which the constraints V 0 and A 0 are varied slightly and the parameters q j in (4.9) of the previous solution are used as an initial guess in the Levenberg-Marquardt method. Interior boundaries of the region shown were empirically chosen to avoid parameters V 0 and A 0 for which the problem becomes numerically ill-conditioned and our Levenberg-Marquardt method fails.
For each choice of V 0 and A 0 there are actually two solutions of (4.8) and (4.10): one maximizing the efficiency and the other minimizing it. Curve C2 contains the minimum efficiency solutions when the speed constraint is dropped (the "least efficient" variant of Problem 2). Curve C3 contains the maximum efficiency solutions when the fluid volume constraint is dropped (Problem 3a). Note that the curves C1 and C3 maximizing speed and efficiency are close to each other for V ≤ 1, but differ substantially for V close to 3/2. For any integer n ≥ 2, we can replace A 0 by A 0 /n and h(x) by h(nx)/n to obtain a "higher frequency" solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation with efficiency multiplied Figures 10 and 11 . Re-scaling changes the efficiency of each curve but not the speed, and "unfolds" the contour plot in Fig. 11 across C3. (b) A different re-scaling of the curves to normalize their cost in terms of "fluid lost per distance travelled", namely Z = 0.2. by 1/n. We have not found any local extrema other than the two main families shown in Figure 10 and their higher frequency variants.
In Figure 11 , we reverse the roles of fluid volume and efficiency, treating the former as the objective function and the latter as a constraint. The solid and dotted contour lines correspond to maximizing or minimizing fluid volume, respectively. This time the boundary C3 of the attainable region is found by solving Problem 3a, and the curves C1 and C2 maximize fluid volume when the efficiency or speed constraint is dropped, respectively. In each of these cases, although it is biologically preferable to minimize fluid volume, the solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations with these constraints turn out to maximize it -the same thing happened in Problem 2 when optimizing efficiency. The points labeled B1, B3, E1 and E3 lie on curves C1 or C3 with V = 1.2 or V = 0.5, respectively. The corresponding wave profiles are shown to the right. The points labeled M and m correspond to the two solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations with V = 0.7, V /P = 0.083 and = 0.32; A is maximized by M and minimized by m.
In Figure 12a , we minimize arclength, varying speed and efficiency with A 0 = 0.2 held fixed. The fluid volume constraint should now be thought of as pinning down a degree of freedom of the dimensionless problem so that the vertical length scale of the physical problem is controlled entirely by H. Minimizing arclength then gives the smoothest solution that achieves the desired goal (of speed and efficiency). The curves C1, C2 and C3 are the zero level sets of the Lagrange multipliers λ 1 , λ 2 and λ 3 , respectively. C1 and C2 cross the contour lines of at vertical and horizontal tangents, but C3 does not have an obvious geometrical interpretation when A 0 is held fixed.
The points in the contour plots of Figures 10-12 correspond to re-scaled versions of the same wave profiles h(x). For example, the curves h(x) labeled m and M in Figure 11 must be multiplied by 1.023 and 1.097, respectively, to satisfy the fluid volume constraint A 0 = 0.2. This re-scaling affects the efficiency of each curve but not the speed, and "unfolds" the contour plot in Figure 11 across C3, making it single valued. For example, m and M now lie on opposite sides of C3 whereas before they fell on top of each other.
In Figure 12b , we re-scale the optimal wave profiles of Problem 3 so that the fluid loss per distance travelled is constant (Z = 0.2). These solutions are not optimized for fluid loss; instead, the fluid volume constraint A 0 is chosen to vary with speed and efficiency in such a way that the fluid loss Z turns out to be a constant for all curves in the two parameter family. The curves C1, C2 and C3 remain the zero level sets of the lagrange multipliers, but they no longer cross the contours of in a geometrically significant manner (since A 0 now varies with V 0 and V 0 /P 0 ). Although these solutions were not optimized for fluid loss, they are almost identical to the optimal solutions of Problem 4; (see Figure 13 ).
Optimal swimming should involve maximizing efficiency and swimming speed while minimizing fluid loss. We have already argued that one way to treat fluid loss is to constrain it to a fixed value in the dimensionless problem so that it becomes controlled by the vertical length scale H of the physical problem. Once the optimal solutions have been found with Z held fixed, H may be chosen to balance the energetic cost of fluid loss with that of mechanical energy consumption: the former varies linearly with H while the latter varies inversely with H. Thus, we wish to maximize both V and V /P in Figure 12b . By (2.15) and (4.2), we have the upper bounds where we have used Jensen's inequality
We have assumed here that h(x) is a non-constant, positive function. The bounds (4.14) can be simultaneously approached arbitrarily closely, i.e. we can find a sequence of wave profiles such that V, V P → 3 2 , 3 4 Z 0 , but not without leaving the realm of validity of lubrication theory.
We now face a dilemma: optimization within lubrication theory drives us out of its realm of applicability. To optimize speed and efficiency using lubrication theory, we want to find wave profiles for which I 1 and I 2 2 /(I 1 I 3 ) are both small -but this leads to cusp-like wave profiles h(x) with large slopes and gap-weighted curvatures:
The significance of ε 0 is that it serves as an effective radius of convergence for the lubrication model -the model is valid as long as ε ε 0 , where ε = H/W ; see Appendix C. Minimizing does a good job of keeping ε −1 0 as small as possible for a given attainable pair (V, V /P ), but ε −1 0 blows up as we approach 3 2 , 3 4 Z 0 ; see Figure 14 . This means that for a fixed value of ε = H/W , we can only approach 3 2 , 3 4 Z 0 so far before ε/ε 0 ceases to be small and the lubrication model breaks down.
This does not mean we should abandon our approach: the key forces involved in this problem are lubrication forces, and optimization does produce fast, efficient wave profiles even for the full Stokes equations; however, it would be nice to incorporate some mechanism in our lubrication model to penalize cusp-like singularities and decide when to stop optimizing. As a first step, we take the two parameter family of optimal curves found entirely within lubrication theory, but then compute second and fourth order corrections to the swimming speed and efficiency for various choices of ε. We find that as the parameters (V, V /P ) approach 3 2 , 3 4 Z 0 and ε −1 0 increases, these corrections eventually dominate the calculation and cause the attainable region to "fold over" itself, penalizing wave profiles that are too cusp-like; (see Figure 14) . A smaller choice of ε will suppress these corrections, allowing us to get closer to 3 2 , 3 4 Z 0 before the lubrication model breaks down.
In Figure 15 , we show the optimal wave profiles obtained in this way using ε = 0.2 and ε = 0.4. These curves correspond to the points (V, V /P ) indicated in Figure 14 -they are interior points of the attainable region in the zeroth order theory, but are mapped to boundary points (along the fold) when fourth order corrections are taken into account. To show correct aspect ratios, we plot εh(x) rather than h(x); these curves may be interpreted as viewingĥ(x) with the x-and y-axes measured in units of W . Within the zeroth order theory, the ε = 0.2 curve has a cost due to fluid loss that is exactly half that of the ε = 0.4 curve, and a cost due to mechanical energy that is 2(0.1045)/(0.1158) = 1.805 times larger than that of the ε = 0.4 curve. Here 0.1045 and 0.1158 are the dimensionless efficiencies of these curves in Figure 14 , and the factor of 2 is due to the change in ε. Thus, reducing ε decreases the cost of fluid production and increases the mechanical energy expended, but also allows a more efficient wave profile to be chosen from the two parameter family of dimensionless optimal solutions.
Our use of higher order corrections to deform the attainable region of the parameter space is intended only to provide intuition -by the time these corrections are large enough to dominate the calculation, there is no reason to trust them as solutions of the Stokes equations. A better procedure would be to use a finite element method to compute the swimming speed and efficiency of these curves; we expect that if this were carried out, the result would be qualitatively similar to what we saw above using higher order corrections to the lubrication model. Finally, one would actually like to optimize the curves in the regime where lubrication theory fails using the full Stokes equations as the underlying fluid model. It should be possible to do this using a variant of the spline minimization algorithm described in Section 4.1. The adjoint problems (Pironeau 1984 ) that must be solved to compute variations in F (1, 0), F (0, 1), P (1, 0) and P (0, 1) in Section 2.1 with respect to perturbations of the curves turn out to be the Stokes equations again with similar boundary conditions; however, it is difficult to avoid aggressive line searches in the spline space that introduce oscillations in h(x) that cannot be resolved accurately by the finite element method.
Discussion
In summary, we have investigated optimal shapes for sheets swimming near boundaries that maximize speed and efficiency while minimizing arclength and fluid loss. We also considered several simplified versions of the problem to gain intuition, study singular limits, and highlight generic difficulties such as non-existence of solutions, multiple local extrema, and optimal solutions that leave the realm of validity of the model.
In the first of these simplified variants, we found that solutions that maximize speed subject to arclength and fluid volume constraints approach inverted parabolas separated by self-similar kinks as the ratio A 0 / 0 approaches the critical value 1/ √ 6. These solutions are interesting because they show that the lubrication approximation can be used successfully even in the limit of fairly sharp profiles as long as the gap thickness is small in the region where the curvature is large. Unfortunately, the power required to maintain this maximum speed diverges as V → 3/2, so although lubrication theory remains valid for all the wave profiles in this one parameter family, a choice with V around 1 or 1.2 does a better job of balancing speed and efficiency.
Next we considered maximizing efficiency without regard to speed. Here we found that in order to approach the optimal efficiency, the wave profile must approach a constant function, which violates the arclength constraint. Furthermore, as the optimal efficiency is approached, the swimming speed goes to zero. Thus we need to optimize swimming speed and efficiency simultaneously to obtain a physically relevant solution -maximizing either variable separately drives the other to zero.
Finally, we considered the full problem involving speed, efficiency, arclength and fluid volume (or fluid loss). We found that any of these variables can be considered the objective function with the others treated as constraints, and settled on the problem of minimizing arclength to find the smoothest wave profile to achieve a given goal of speed, efficiency and fluid loss. (A smooth wave profile is desirable to avoid singularities in the solution of the Stokes equations, and for the lubrication model to remain valid). Scale invariance of the lubrication model allows us to reduce the dimension of the parameter space by absorbing the fluid loss constraint into the vertical length scale H of the physical problem. This normalizes the remaining two parameter family of optimal solutions (with speed and efficiency as parameters) to have the same cost in terms of energy associated with fluid production, making mechanical efficiency comparisons meaningful.
In studying this two parameter family, we encountered an interesting dilemma: optimization within lubrication theory drives us out of its realm of applicability. As the speed and efficiency constraints approach their maximal values, the optimal solutions develop self-similar, cusp-like singularities that cause the error in the lubrication approximation to grow without bound for any fixed choice of ε = H/W . This problem disappears as soon as we incorporate higher order corrections into the lubrication model. Doing this causes the region of attainable speeds and efficiencies to fold over itself, penalizing cusplike singularities and causing non-singular wave profiles to emerge as those that strike the optimal balance between speed, efficiency and fluid loss. However, once we leave the realm of lubrication theory, the problem becomes much more complicated: the parameter space becomes genuinely three dimensional and the variational problem can no longer be solved using ODE methods.
To the best of our knowledge, there is as of yet no data from mechanical systems that we can use to test our predictions. Both the swimming LCEs and RoboSnail were developed as proof-of-concept designs and were not optimized for speed or efficiency. Hence both use waves that are close to sinusoidal as such shapes are relatively simple to generate mechanically. It is even more challenging to compare these results with biological systems as quantitative measurements are difficult to come by. Furthermore, it is not at all obvious that biological systems are optimized and, even if they are, under what constraints. However, despite these difficulties, there is some evidence to suggest that profiles consistent with those calculated in this study are indeed observed in nature. One type of structure that arises repeatedly in our calculations consists of arcs connected by sharper (but still blunt) cusps -the details and scaling of the arcs and cusps may differ depending on the objective function and constraints, but this general form of smooth curves separated by relatively sharp "narrow gap" regions appears to be robust. In The Locomotion of Soft-Bodied Animals (Trueman 1975, p. 33 ), Trueman reproduces shape data taken from the underside of a crawling snail's (Patella) foot. Although the data is noisy, the one striking feature of the profile that emerges is wide, smooth arcs separated by sharper cusps †. While this comparison is admittedly inconclusive and, at best, qualitative, it is encouraging and suggests that further study is warranted. Of particular interest would be the robustness of this arc/cusp structure -does it persist when other biologically relevant cost functions and constraints are applied? It is also interesting that the optimal solutions in our model turned out to be symmetric about their extremaa situation that could change if the rheology of the fluid were more complicated.
In this study, we have presented only the first steps in optimizing low Reynolds number swimmers activated at the surfaces of thin films. It is hoped that these results can be used as guidelines in designing efficient mechanical swimmers and crawlers as well as increase our understanding of biological systems. The latter, understanding optimization in biology, is a much more ambitious goal as appropriate cost functions, which can often be well-defined in engineering systems, are not at all obvious in biological counterparts. Furthermore, in optimizing mechanical shapes, we have only scratched the surface of the space of relevant parameters; equally relevant questions, such as optimizing material properties of the fluid and including the cost of bending and stretching the foot, remain largely unexplored. where σ is the Newtonian stress tensor, ds = 1 + h 2
x dx, andt,x andn are unit vectors oriented as shown in in Figure 1 :
,n Γ2 = (0, −1).
(A 2) Substituting (A 2) into (A 1) and using the continuity equation u x + v y = 0, we obtain
Here x and y subscripts denote partial derivatives. We then use the no-slip boundary conditions
to conclude that, on Γ 1 ,
where κ = h xx (1 + h 2 x ) −3/2 is the curvature of the interface. Substituting these into (A 3) and (A 4) gives
The terms involving κ are derivatives of periodic functions and vanish when integrated, thus
These expressions are used frequently throughout the manuscript to evaluate swimming speed and mechanical power consumption.
Appendix B. Numerical Methods
In this section we will fill in some of the essential details that were omitted when we described our numerical optimization methods in Section 4.
B.1. Direct Minimization using Periodic Cubic Splines
The key to the algorithm described in Section 4.1 is finding an efficient way to compute the gradient of the discretized system. Let us denote the spline basis functions by ϕ i . Each ϕ i is a periodic piecewise cubic C 2 function satisfying ϕ i (x j ) = δ ij at the knots x j . Each q ∈ R n is associated with a unique spline function h q (x) = n i=1 q i ϕ i (x), which satisfies h q (x i ) = q i . Our goal is to minimize the function
where G[h] was given in (3.5). The gradient g = ∇f is given by
For computational efficiency, we evaluate this integral in two steps: first, we integrate δG δh against the compactly supported B-splines (de Boor 2001), which span the same space as the ϕ i ; then we solve a tridiagonal system to obtain all the g i at once. This reduces the cost of a gradient evaluation from O(n 2 ) to O(n), where n is the number of knots.
To compute δG δh in (B 2), we evaluate (2.13) and (3.5)-(3.8) using a 30 point Gaussian quadrature rule on each spline segment to compute the integrals to machine precision. In practice, we actually define h q = ( q i ϕ i ) −1 to prevent the BFGS algorithm from doing an aggressive line search which causes h to become negative.
We now describe our choice of spline knots and the starting guess on the coarsest grid. The solution requires more resolution in the region where h(x) is close to zero because the integrals I k involve negative powers of h. We use the interval [−1/2, 1/2] as the computational domain and choose a knot spacing which is clustered at the origin:
Since the Euler-Lagrange equation (3.9) is invariant under translation x → x + a and reflection x → −x, solutions will be translationally invariant and symmetric about their extrema. Our goal is to find the solution (among all translations) which has a minimum at x = 0, where the resolution of the grid is highest. Suppose h is an even function.
Since δG δh in (3.7) depends on x only through its dependence on h and h xx , it will also be an even function of x. Since the knots are symmetric about the origin, the same is true at the discrete level: if q n/2+i = q n/2−i for 1 ≤ i < n/2, then the gradient g also has this property. The BFGS Hessian update formula (Nocedal & Wright 1999) respects this symmetry; hence, by choosing a starting vector q such that h q is symmetric about x = 0 and has a minimum there, we expect the final answer (and intermediate line search results) to have this property as well. Numerical roundoff can cause a slight drift in symmetry in the last few digits of the solution, but each time we refine the mesh, we symmetrize the solution before using it as a starting guess; on the finest meshes (when the starting guess is very good), the solution tends to be exactly symmetric in spite of roundoff error. On the first iteration, we use B-splines to smooth out a vertical translation of the critical parabola discussed in Section 3 and use it for the initial guess.
B.2. Computing the Jacobian for the Levenberg-Marquardt Method
In Section 4.2 we use the Lebenberg-Marquardt method to vary the parameters q = (b, I 1 , I 2 , I 3 , I 4 ) ∈ R 5 in the Euler-Lagrange equation 
To do this, we must be able to compute the Jacobian J = ∇r = ∂ri ∂qj . Let us define the functions
It is well known (Coddington & Levinson 1984) that since h satisfies (B 4), the g k satisfy the variational equations g 0 = ∂f ∂h (h, I)g 0 , g 0 (0) = 1, g 0 (0) = 0, (B 7)
By solving these equations, we determine the rate at which the curve h changes with respect to each component of q. Using variational calculus and the chain rule, we obtain the Jacobian
where a k = −(2/I 2 k ) 1/2 0 h −k dx. We compute r(q) and J(q) numerically using a fourth order Runge-Kutta method to evaluate h(x) and each g k (x) at nodes spaced appropriately to resolve the solutions near the origin where they vary most rapidly, and to compute the integrals via gaussian quadrature rules. (The nodes are organized into 300 groups of 20, where at the coarse level the spacing grows exponentially with x, and at the fine level it is a 20 point gaussian quadrature rule). Our approach for solving (4.8) is similar, so we omit details.
Appendix C. Validity and Limitations of Lubrication Theory
In this section we outline the steps required to compute higher order corrections of the lubrication approximation; we compare the swimming speed and power dissipation predicted by these expansion solutions to finite element simulations of the full Stokes' equations for a family of test cases; and we discuss recent a-priori error estimates for such expansion solutions. Our goal is to understand how the error in the approximation depends on the curve h(x), which is particularly important in this work as the most interesting profiles, namely those that develop singularities in curvature or slope as they approach touchdown, have a competing mechanism controlling the size of this error (singularity formation vs. nearness to the substrate). Moreover, optimization within lubrication theory drives us out of its realm of applicability; hence, error bounds need to be established so we can decide when to stop optimizing.
The lubrication approximation gives the zeroth order term in an expansion of the solution of the Stokes equations in powers of the small parameter ε = H/W . As explained in Section 2.2, the problem is non-dimensionalized by choosing different scales for the xand y-coordinates to keep the aspect ratio of the re-scaled domain of order unity. This introduces factors of ε in the equations which are used to bootstrap successive terms of the solution.
In more detail, for fixed boundary data V 1 and V 2 , we may expand the velocity (u, v), the pressure p, and the fluid flux Q = h 0 u dy in powers of ε, e.g.
and match like powers of ε in the equations
and boundary conditions
to obtain a recursion expressing u (2k) , v (2k) , p (2k) , and Q (2k) in terms of the lower order (known) terms. Each stage of this procedure is very similar to the zeroth order derivation of Section 2.2, except that p (2k) is no longer independent of y when k ≥ 1 and v (2k) must be taken into account when we desire more than O(ε) accuracy in the physical velocity (û,v) = U (u, εv). These expansions may also be derived using a stream function formulation
from which it is easy to argue (taking the form of the boundary conditions into account) that only even order terms appear in the expansions of u, v, ψ, Q, p, and ω = ε 2 v x − u y ; (see Wilkening 2006) . Once the expansions for u, v and p are known through a given order, we may use them to compute expansions for the power and force required to maintain the steady motion of the boundaries. From (A 9) and (A 10), we have
The zero subscripts distinguish these expansions (with V 1 and V 2 held fixed) from the composite expansions
The self-propelled swimmer must have F (2k) = 0 for k ≥ 0, which allows us to compute
0 (1, 0) + · · · F (0) 0 (0, 1) + ε 2 F
(2) 0 (0, 1) + · · · V 1 .
(C 9)
Finally, we obtain corrections to the swimming speed V = W L V 1 − V 2 by expanding the arclength L = W 1 0 (1 + ε 2 h 2 x ) 1/2 dx and using (C 9) for V 2 . The results through fourth
Note that each term in the formulas (C 10)-(C 15) is a weighted average of powers of h x or hh xx ; for example, J3 I3 is the average value of h 4 x with respect to the weight function h −3 . Thus, if we have a family of curves h(x, δ) such that for all δ the slope h x remains bounded and the curvature h xx becomes large only where h is small (so that the product hh xx is bounded), these terms will remain uniformly bounded in δ. This gives a hint as to how h and its derivatives should enter into rigorous, a-priori error bounds for truncated expansion solutions of the Stokes equations in thin geometries. A detailed error analysis along these lines (including a study of the algebraic structure of the expansions to arbitrary order) has recently been carried out by one of the authors (Wilkening 2006) , and will be discussed further below.
Before attempting to say anything rigorous, it is instructive to compare the predictions of these expansion solutions to finite element calculations of the full Stokes equations for a family of test cases. The wave profiles considered are of the form
Here H varies between 0.015 and 0.15, t varies between 0 and 1, and k = 10 is held fixed. Note that when t = 0, h(x) ≡ 1 and when t approaches 1, h(x) approaches touchdown with a locally parabolic profile. In the finite element calculations, we use a logically rectangular grid with nodes 
0.1V
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ε=0.02 ε=0.12 Figure 16 . Top: two of the mesh geometries (coarsened for visibility) used to compute the dependence of speed and power on t and H. Bottom: comparison of the finite element results (denoted by '+' markers for ε = 0.02 and dots for ε = 0.12) with the lubrication theory (solid line under the +'s) and the 4th order correction (solid line under the •'s). Note that the zeroth order solution has no dependence on ε; hence, the solid line (under the +'s) represents the zeroth order approximation for both the ε = 0.02 and the ε = 0.12 cases. Also shown are the expansion coefficients used to compute the 4th order correction.
(see Figure 16 ). The mesh is triangulated by cutting quadrilaterals along their shortest diagonal. The x i are spaced to keep the aspect ratios of the triangles as close to 1 as possible. In our calculations, N ranged from 48 to 96 while M ranged from 768 to 13152 (to maintain proper spacing in the x-direction). We used a variant of the First Order System Least Squares finite element method (Cai et al. 1997) to solve the Stokes equations (2.1) using quadratic elements (with curved boundaries on the top wall) for all six variables w = (u, v, p, ω, γ, τ ) . Here ω is the vorticity, and γ and τ are shear stresses. We solved the equations using a multigrid preconditioned conjugate gradient method. For each geometry, we solve the Stokes equations twice: once with boundary conditions V 1 = 1, V 2 = 0, and once with boundary conditions V 1 = 0, V 2 = 1. Using formulas (A 9) and (A 10), these computations give F (1, 0), P (1, 0), F (0, 1), P (0, 1), which are sufficient to compute the swimming speed and power
We normalize these solutions by multiplying the power by H/µ. Recall that the actual power is related to the non-dimensionalized power viaV 1P = µU 2 W H V 1 P ; the finite element solutions have already been partially non-dimensionalized by setting U = 1, V 1 = 1, W = 1.
In Figure 16 , we show the results of two sequences of finite element calculations in which t varies from 0 to 1, one with H = 0.02 and one with H = 0.12. The H = 0.02 computation agrees nicely with the lubrication prediction (shown with a solid line) even Figure 17 . Comparison of the lubrication approximation and its higher order corrections to the finite element results as H ranges from 0.015 to 0.15 with t = 0.9 held fixed.
for parameter ranges in which the swimming speed exceeds the wave speed. The H = 0.12 computation deviates visibly from the lubrication prediction, but agrees well with the 4th order correction, which is also shown with a solid line. Note that the zeroth order solution does not depend on and hence predicts the same velocities for both the H = 0.02 and the H = 0.12 case. The final two curves in each graph show the coefficients V (2) , V (4) , P (2) , P (4) used to compute the 4th order correction, using formulas (C 10)-(C 15).
In Figure 17 , we hold t = 0.9 fixed and vary H from 0.015 to 0.15. As expected, we see that the error term associated with using the zeroth order lubrication theory is O(ε 2 ); using the second and fourth order corrections to the lubrication theory lead to errors which are O(ε 4 ) and O(ε 6 ), respectively. Numerical error in the finite element computation is responsibly for the scatter in the computed error of the 4th order correction when ε is small; in this regime, it is more accurate to use the expansion solutions instead of finite elements.
It is quite remarkable that the lubrication theory works so well since the geometries we tested against the finite element simulations deviate substantially from the flat profiles envisioned in the derivation of the theory. Stated differently, ε is quite large in several of these test cases -the meshes in Figure 16 are drawn to scale. This can be roughly explained by arguing that the largest boost from the pressure gradient occurs in the vicinity of the touchdown, where we expect lubrication to do well; the details of the outer flow (where lubrication may fail), are unimportant in calculating crawling velocities. The problem with this reasoning is that proximity to the substrate does not guarantee good performance if the curvature is too large (as was seen in Problem 3a above); and conversely, sometimes lubrication theory gives good predictions in the outer region as well. Moreover, by using higher order corrections to monitor the error in Reynolds' approximation, we have implicitly assumed that these corrections actually improve the solution, which is not obvious (or even true in general). A more quantitative explanation of how the error in such expansion solutions depends on the geometry h(x) is desirable.
It has recently been shown (Wilkening 2006 ) that for m ≥ 0, the error in the expansion of ψ, u, v, p, ω and Q through order 2m (keeping in mind that only even powers of ε occur in these expansions) is O(ε 2m+2 ), with a constant that depends on h(x) only through its first and third inverse moments I k = 1 0 h(x) −k dx, and via the th roots of the (maximum) norms 1 ! h −1 ∂ x h ∞ , 1 ≤ ≤ 2m + 2. For example, the error in vorticity ω (2m) err = ω exact − ω (0) + ε 2 ω (2) + · · · + ε 2m ω (2m) satisfies the following error estimate over the re-scaled domain Ω = {(x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 < y < h(x)}:
where ε m = max 1≤ ≤2m+2 The variables ψ, u, εv and Q satisfy identical estimates with the L 2 norm replaced by appropriate weighted Sobolev norms (or an absolute value in the case of Q). For technical reasons, the L 2 error of the pressure seems to require an additional factor of max 9h L 2 is generally similar in size to ω (2m) err L 2 , so it may be possible to eliminate this factor using an alternative proof.
The main content of this theorem is that the most important quantities that govern the validity of these expansion solutions are the th roots of the maximum norms of the homogeneous products h x , 1 2 hh xx , 1 6 h 2 h xxx , etc., which enter into the definition of the ε m . The denominator ρ m ε m in (C 19) may be thought of as an effective radius of convergence; if ε ρ m ε m , the expansion through order 2m will be very accurate (as long as I 1 and I 3 are not too large). But if ε ρ m ε m , the terms in the expansion tend to be very large, giving nonsensical answers. This is the case in Problem 3a above. As δ approaches zero, the optimal curve h(x, δ) becomes self-similar with a scaling h(x, δ) ≈ δ 2 y(x/δ 3 ), so ε 0 = max h x ∞ , 1 2 hh xx 1/2 ∞ −1 converges to zero as δ → 0, and no single choice of ε can remain small in comparison to the shrinking radius of convergence ρ 0 ε 0 → 0. The higher order corrections are even worse since ε m ≤ ε 0 for m ≥ 0 and the (large!) numbers ε/(ρ m ε m ) are being raised to higher and higher powers. By contrast, in Problem 1 above, since the solution becomes self-similar as δ → 0 when the x-and y-axes are re-scaled via the same function of δ, the functions h x , that enter into ε m with m = 4 in the bound (C 19) for the optimal solutions h(x, δ k ) of Problem 1 as δ k ranges from δ 0 = 0.2 to δ 200 = 9.9×10 −8 . We observe that these functions grow more slowly than C(δ) = ln(1/δ)+1 .32 ln(1/δ)+1 , which remains bounded as δ → 0. This asymptotic form would be expected from a similarity analysis in which we re-scale the xand y-axes differently at the next order, e.g. via h(x) ≈ (δ ln(1/δ) + a 1 δ) y x/(δ ln(1/δ) + a 2 δ) with a 1 = 1, a 2 = (.32) −1 . Since the norms (C 20) appear to remain uniformly bounded as δ → 0, we trust the fourth order expansion to give an accurate measure of the error in Reynolds' approximation. Although the factors √ I 1 and I 3 /I 1 in the error estimate (C 19) also depend on δ and diverge as δ → 0, the norms of the solutions of the Stokes equations diverge at a similar rate. We believe the relative error of the expansion solutions remains small uniformly in δ as δ → 0, but we have not carried out the analysis necessary to prove this claim.
